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Run 2080 – Alias Stands In @ Whitfords Nodes
Preamble:
As an act of pure kindness, I offered to help Alias set the run as he was kind enough to step in and help Fitzall
at a time when he had other priorities. Seeming I had the time, I researched Google Maps and found the paths
and roads around the run location and mapped out what I considered a good run route. When Alias arrived, I
offered the map and it was agreed the planned route looked fine. It was at this point your most humble GM
whilst retrieving chalk for Alias from the boot of my car managed to lock the dog’s lead and car key into the
boot. Not to be deterred, Alias came up with a cunning plan, he would start marking the trail to the North and
I would start marking the trail to the south and I could get the RAC out to open up my car when we had
finished setting.. I was ten minutes into my side of the marking when Alias’s map reading skills came to the
fore in the form of a phone call. “Tampax, the path you have on the map does not exist and I have to come
back past the bucket, so I have rubbed out all the trail. We need to reset or else, I will get the Shit Award.” So,
I back tracked on the trail I had marked and met the hare. After pointing out the minor detail that if he had
headed another fifty metres north, he would have found the path that goes from the beach to Ern Halliday
Camp (a site we had been to on previous occasions). At this point, Alias decided to wing it and set a new trail.
I headed back to the bucket to find Bloo and Elvis had arrived and a figure who from a distance seemed
somewhat familiar. Upon getting closer the figure turned out to be Hog. I called the RAC to come and unlock
my car and started greeting fellow Hashmen as they arrived. Some twenty minutes later the RAC arrived and
had my car unlocked in another three minutes, enabling me to get rags, run sheet and various other Hash
related items from the boot. As it was so easy for an honest person to get into the car without breaking
anything, I was left wondering how quickly could someone with ill intent could get in.
One of the topics of discussion before the run was the absence of the elderly gent from Warwick. Fitzall
contacted your esteemed GM on Tuesday morning and apologised for his absence at the run and explained
that whoever had torched his house over Easter had come back and had another go. So he was unfortunately
otherwise occupied.
As Bloo sounded a three-minute warning Alias returned from setting the run, swelling the numbers for the
night to 3. At 6:30 the hare was called to give instructions. “You are on chalk the on is up towards Marmion
Ave and if you want to push it out a bit you can come back via the hill.”

The Run:
Given the short notice and the Hare’s limited map reading skills, the trail headed in a westerly direction into
the bowels of Hillarys. The trail kept the pack together for the most part, with ample checks and false trails
thrown in for good measure. The trail eventually came back across Marmion Ave where most of the runners
took the short way home.
Orig seemed to be missing in action and this was a concern to me as he had taken Duke with him for a run.
Nobody was sure if he had gotten lost or been run over or if the dog had dived into a rubbish skip looking for
food and taken Orig in with him. Just when it was being contemplated whether to send out a search party (to
look for Duke), Orig turned up telling anyone that would listen that he had decided to come back home the
long way.

The Rundown:
Despite the usual amount of warnings, splash was disorganised and not ready, before the start of the circle.
This lead to the start being delayed whilst the usual culprits got their act together and causing angst for Blank
as he would miss something on TV.
Finally, after getting the circle underway the GM was able to solicit options and comments on the run.
Hog thought it was a fantastic run and offered 7.5
Narau proffered that it was a very good run, well marked with plenty of this and that and likewise gave it 7.5
The VM decided it was quite good and gave the run an 8 (obviously better than any run he had set)
The GM thought long and hard and considering Alias stepped in to help Fitz out of a tight spot at short notice
and despite his lack of map reading ability scored the run at 7.7

Prick Of The Week
The VM informed the circle he had three contenders:
Joystick for constantly calling the VM a Dickhead
Hog for attending the run and ignoring Blank
Diesel for some reason best known only to Blank.
The recipient of the phalanx this week was Diesel

Charges
RA -Alias
RA – Diesel
Orig – Duke

Lack of map reading ability
Not being able to read
Racing. Duke failed to comment

Guilty DD Alias
Guilty DD Diesel & awarded glasses again
Reversed DD Orig

General business:
On 16th January Diesel volunteered to be Social Sec and over the past ten weeks has been too busy to decide
on any dates, despite promises to come up with a list. At the Committee meeting last Saturday those present
with the aid of a calendar spent five minutes deciding on some dates for functions this year. Diesel advised
that he had a list but required his Daughter to type it up. Notwithstanding this excuse, Diesel was given a
drink. Seeming that there was splash left over and not wanting to see it wasted Joystick was given a drink for
giving the GM the shits.
Next week’s run will be a $5 night for members. Visitors will need to pay for mash & drinks.

Visitors:
N/A

Returnees:
Hog & Narau
Celebrities:
Nil
Raffle:
Boydwunder, Hog x 2 & (I never win a prize) Blank

Song:
Alias lead us of in the song.

Hareline:
Please take the trouble to read the Hareline and take note of your allocated date. Don’t leave it until the
11th hour to let us know that you can’t honour the commitment. If you can’t set your run you need to
arrange a swap and then advise the Onsec of the change. A notation on your Home Calendar guards
against double booking. Advise the Onsec at least 4 weeks before your run date if you can’t honour the
commitment.

Run No
2081
2082
2083
2084
2085
2086
2087
2088
2089
2090

Date
8 May 2017
15 May 2017
22 May 2017
29 May 2017
Tuesday 6 June 2017
12 June 2017
19 June 2017
26 June 2017
03 July 2017
10 July 2017

Hare
Tampax
Pyro
West Coast
Bloo
Palace Run?
Boydwonder
Joystick
Woolies
Fitzall
Rooted

Location
Mills Park No.2 Entry, Bickley Rd, Beckenham

Car Park Ivanhoe St, Cnr Morley Drv, Eden Hill.
To be confirmed
North Beach Shopping Centre Car park

Dishonour Roll
Shit Award:
POW: Diesel
Glasses: Diesel
Dummy: Diesel

Lifers: Doglover, Fitzall, Orrible, Diesel,
Elvis, Orig, Bloo, Boydwonder

Coming Events:
The dates for the club social events for the year is set out below (subject to change)
Date
23JUN17
01JUL17
04AUG17
05AUG17
09SEP17
18SEP17
06-08OCT17
13OCT17
28OCT17
18DEC17
16JAN18?

On on
Tampax

Event
Friday Lunch
Jennacubbine Overnighter
Friday Lunch
Day at the Races
Restaurant Night
2100th Run
Kulin Races
Friday Lunch
Spring Run
Christmas Pub Run
40th Anniversary Run

Location
TBA
Jennacubbine
TBA
TBA
TBA
Kulin
TBA
TBA
Perth CBD
TBC

